UNI.SPORT CARD

Disciplinary use

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CARD

Uni.Sport Card is the card that allows you to access the University Sports Trentino System launched by the University of Trento and the Opera Universitaria to promote and spread the sport within the university. Uni.Sport Card is a card that offers services to students and employees of the University of Trento and the Opera Universitaria (hereinafter then referred to as owners) to purchase on favorable terms goods and/or services with entities, associations and affiliated companies (hereafter referred to as suppliers). Uni.Sport Card includes the membership to C.U.S. Trento.

2. TERRITORY

Province of Trento.

3. PROCEDURES FOR REQUESTING THE CARD, PAYMENT AND DELIVERY

The request of Uni.Sport Card must be made through the online registration service on this website www.unisport.tn.it. The user must then go to the "Uni.Sport" front office in via Prati 10 - Trento for the collection of the Uni.Sport Card upon payment of the annual fees.

The annual fee of Unisport Card is:
€ 20 for Unitn students
€ 30 for employees and collaborators of our University, Opera Universitaria and CUS.
€ 40 for employees and collaborators of the Research Institutions (FBK, COSBI, CreateNet, Fondazione Mach and Istituto San Michele, IIT, Graphitech).

4. TERMS OF USE

• The Uni.Sport Card holder can benefit from discounts at the suppliers indicated in detail in the online help available on the website www.unisport.tn.it constantly updated by "Uni.Sport" To qualify for discounts, the holder must present the card along with a document of identity at the time of the account application and / or prior to the issuance of the receipt tax and / or receipt.

• The delegates' suppliers participating in the exclusive circuit Uni.Sport Card commit themselves to secure for holders of Card Uni.Sport the settled conditions of proposals and reported in the aforementioned online help.

• The discounts will be applied to the exercise of activity

Sports at:
- gyms / fitness centers;
- swimming facilities, nautical centers;
- ski (downhill, cross country).

Discounts and / or benefits may be excluding public holidays and / or in high season according to their respective instructions on the on-line help;
- sports facilities specifically identified in the on-line help (tennis, horseback riding, golf, rock climbing, archery bow etc.).

• Uni.Sport Card is valid for one year and is renewed upon payment of annual fees.

• Uni.Sport Card is strictly personal and not transferable. Uni.Sport Card will carry the Uni.Sport logo, the name of the owner, as well as a proper identification code. Personal data reported on the card documenting the ownership and its use is full and unconditional acceptance of these Regulations.

• Improper or illegal use of the Card, including the sale to third parties or replacement of person, entails the immediate withdrawal of the same from the vendor that discovered the irregularity and the adoption of appropriate measures by the University Sports Trentino System.

• The loss, theft and / or destruction of Uni.Sport Card must be reported
promptly to the "Uni.Sport" offices that will provide the release of a new card prior to the charge of € 5 for debt issuance costs.

• Uni.Sport Card cannot be combined with other offers and / or promotions, unless otherwise indicated on the on-line help.

5. LIABILITY
The owner of the Uni.Sport Card expressly acknowledges the strangeness of the University of Trento, Opera Universitaria and the University Centre of Trento Sports within the University Sports Trentino System in disputes that may arise between the same and the individual vendors for purchased goods and / or services obtained.

6. PRIVACY
Pursuant to and in application of art. 13 of the law. 196/2003 ( "Privacy Code"), please note that the data of the persons concerned will be handled in compliance with the obligations of honesty, legality, transparency for the institutional purposes of Uni.Sport Card management, including promotion of new offers and / or discounts.

The provision of personal data is necessary for the release of Uni.Sport Card and order use the services connected to it.

The personal data will in no case be disseminated or disclosed to third parties except in circumstances of affiliated entities and / or business partners involved in the management of services related to the Card.

Holders of Uni.Sport Card may at any time require data controllers information, adjustments and / or deletion of their personal data and may also exercise their right to object to the treatment in accordance with art. 7 of Leg. 196/2003. The data controller of personal data is:

• CUS Trento - Via Inama 1.38122 Trento - tel. 0461/281855, fax 0461/281859

AMENDMENTS TO REGULATE
The University Sports Trentino System is allowed to make changes that are deemed useful and necessary to these guidelines. Any changes will be communicated through publication on www.unisport.tn.it site or via e-mail.